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Heterogeneous Domain Adaptation for IHC
Classification of Breast Cancer Subtypes

Firat Ismailoglu , Rachel Cavill , Evgueni Smirnov ,
Shuang Zhou, Pieter Collins, and Ralf Peeters

Abstract—Increasingly, multiple parallel omics datasets are collected from

biological samples. Integrating these datasets for classification is an open area

of research. Additionally, whilst multiple datasets may be available for the training

samples, future samples may only be measured by a single technology requiring

methods which do not rely on the presence of all datasets for sample prediction.

This enables us to directly compare the protein and the gene profiles. New

samples with just one set of measurements (e.g., just protein) can then be mapped

to this latent common space where classification is performed. Using this

approach, we achieved an improvement of up to 12 percent in accuracy when

classifying samples based on their protein measurements compared with baseline

methods which were trained on the protein data alone. We illustrate that the

additional inclusion of the gene expression or protein expression in the training

process enabled the separation between the classes to become clearer.

Index Terms—Breast cancer, classification, heterogeneous domain adaptation,

transfer learning, data integration

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

DATA integration attempts to integrate multiple datatypes that are
generated using different omics technology [4]. As datasets with
matched samples and measurements using more than one omics
technology are becoming much more common, data integration of
omics data is a huge current research topic in bioinformatics [19].
In theory, one should be able to improve the classification accuracy
using a data integration method, as data integration leads to increase
the amount of training data.

Often before applying machine learning methods one would ide-
ally wish to augment the data collected in one situation with data
gathered in a different context, the process to make these different
datasets usable together is transfer learning [20]. In this paper, we
explore the application of transfer learning as a data integration
method to enhance the classification of breast cancer samples accord-
ing to their immunohistochemical (IHC) subtypes [7]. Breast cancer
was chosen for this study as it is by far themost common cancer type
and the leading cause of cancer death in women worldwide with
over 1.6 million new cases diagnosed each year [27]. However,
depending on the active mutations in the tumour, breast cancers
differ considerably in molecular alterations, cellular composition,
and clinical outcomes. This diversity is reflected by its subtypes.
Thus in turn disclosing its subtypes is very important in terms of
diagnosing and treating breast cancer.

Our samples are taken from the breast cancer dataset of the
Cancer Gene Atlas [32]. The data we use consist of protein meas-
urements and gene measurements. Here the protein and the gene
measurements are represented with very different features. Thus
we are specifically interested in heterogeneous domain adaption

(HDA) that is one of the main branches of transfer learning [20].
We wish to investigate the improvement in learning from integrat-
ing both protein measurements and gene measurements in the
learning phase. We specify a target domain, the domain of interest
from which future samples will come, and a source domain, i.e., the
auxiliary domain, from which we have only data for the current
samples. That is, when proteins are the target domain, then test
instances are formed of just the protein measurements.

HDA is a generalization of homogeneous domain adaptionwhere
the domains to be adapted share the same feature space but differ in
their marginal distributions. Homogeneous domain adaptation is
a relatively easy task and awealth of transfer learning papers address
this task [11] including some in the field of bioinformatics [6], [24].
Compared to homoegeneous domain adaptation, HDA is a much
more challenging task as the domains lie in different feature spaces
and thusmore sophisticatedmethods are needed to identify the com-
monality between the domains. We emphasize that this paper is one
of the firstHDAworks in the context of bioinformatics.

We use the Class Code Alignment (CCA) [12] method to iden-
tify the commonality between the protein and gene data. Although
we shall mention the CCA method briefly in this paper, the more
in depth details of this method such as its convergence and its
working principle can be found in [12]. Rather, in this paper we
utilize this method in the context of bionformatics.

CCA is chosen as it makes no assumptions regarding the struc-
ture of the datasets that it is adapting, and thus can be used to
adapt protein and gene data that lie in different feature spaces. Sec-
ond, CCA does not only project target and source domains to a
common feature space, but also projects the common output space,
i.e., the classes itself, into the common feature space. Therefore, in
addition to being able to compute the similarity between target
and source instances, i.e., protein and gene data, in the common
space, CCA also enables one to easily classify test examples finding
the nearest class image to them. More precisely, test examples of
the target domain are mapped to the common space then assigned
to the classes whose images in the common space are the nearest to
them. On the other hand, CCA shares the common drawback of
HDA methods in that the features in the common space are not
interpretable.

In the next section, we reveal the potential of transfer learning
for bioinformatics and review the prominent transfer learning
applications in this scope. In Section 3, we provide insight about
the subtypes of breast cancer based on the immunochemistry bio-
markers: ER, PR and HER2. Next, in Section 4, we explain the deri-
vation of the protein and the gene data, then give the pre-
processing steps. In Section 5 we first construct the objective func-
tion that reflects our goals, then present the CCA algorithm that
can handle the objective function. In Section 6, we report the exper-
imental results obtained using the variants of CCA algorithm
together with using the baselines. Finally, in Section 7, we sum up
the present work.

2 DATA INTEGRATION AND TRANSFER LEARNING
IN BIOINFORMATICS

Transfer learning has enormous potential to be useful in Bioinformat-
ics. There are many current bioinformatics problems where the same
elements have beenmeasured by different technologies, for instance,
gene expression measured by microarrays and RNAseq. The use of
transfer learning to map these different datasets to a common
domain, accounting for the different background distributions of
measurements and noise with the different technologies might, for
instance, allowing the reuse of archived microarray data with the
more recently acquiredRNAseq. Transfer learningmay also be appli-
cable to the widespread problem of batch effects in omics data [13],
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where data acquired in one setting is not immediately relatable to
data acquired from a similar population in another setting (for
instance data processed in different laboratories, at different times or
samples collected in different hospitals). Additionally, transfer learn-
ing may prove useful when the same experiments are performed on
different species, to relate themeasurements between the two studies
or in toxicogenomics between omics measurements taken after dos-
ingwith similar compounds.

Current data integrationmethods for omics data in bioinformatics
tend to come from one of four classes of methods [4]: concatenation
methods, whichmake a combined feature space by concatenating the
datasets, possibly with block weighting to prevent the over domi-
nance of the larger dataset and then apply standard methods on the
concatenated data. An example of this would be the integration
of transcriptomic and metabolomic data by Shen et al. [25] for the
classification of glioblastomas. Correlation methods, which look for
correlative relationships between items in different datasets, but
as these tend to be descriptive of the datasets, they are rarely used
when classification is the aim. Pathway methods, which map the
data onto biological pathways or networks and analyse these e.g., [3]
and finally multi-variate model methods, which generally utilise
the PLS family ofmethods, for instanceO2PLS [29], to relate the data-
sets to each other in a linear model. O2PLS is conceptually the most
similar to transfer learning. It is a symmetricmodel, which represents
two datasets in terms of five matrices, the matrix modelling the joint
variation, two matrices modelling the unique variation in each data-
set and two residual matrices containing the unmodelled variation
for each dataset.

Due to all these potential benefits, research on applying homo-
geneous domain adaptation in bioinformatics is a burgeoning new
field and some prominent examples are now described.

The authors in [9] perform transfer rule learning. More precisely,
the classification rules derived in a different clinic to predict leukemia
or lung cancer are transferred to the target dataset so that the trans-
ferred rules are to be used as prior rules. However, in order for the
proposed transfer rule learning to be successful, target and source
datasets should consists of the same discrete attributes or in the case
where these datasets involve the same real valued attributes then
these attributes should lie in the same range in order to discretise
themharmoniously.

In [6], the authors perform semantic role labeling (SRL) on bio-
medical articles using the newswire domain. Here the need for
domain adaptation methods is self-evident because of the lack of
a large biomedical corpus consisting of labeled semantic roles such
as agent, cause, experiencer [10]. On the other hand the newswire
domain is rich in texts with semantic roles. Another homogenoeous
domain adaptation implementation in biology is [24], in which the
task is to recognize acceptor splice sites in the less studied model
organisms such as C. remanei, P. pacificus and D. melanogaster as
the target domains, while exploiting the well studied organism C.
elegans as the source domain. This is another example of a homoe-
geneous domain adaptation task, as the target domains diverged
from the source domain taken from C. elegans, thus the gene
sequence in each domains show similarity.

To our knowledge, the only work regarding heterogeneous
domain adaptation in bioinformatics has been recently presented
in [1]. The task here is to predict subcellular localisation of protein
sequences. However, in addition to the GO terms, a wide variety of
auxiliary sources such as Human Protein Atlas and immunocyto-
chemistry data are exploited. For this purpose, the authors adapt
two methods: k-NN TL and SVM TL which were originally pro-
posed in [33]. These two methods also require the associated auxil-
iary part (the information in terms of the auxiliary data) of a test
protein sequence during prediction. This differs significantly from
our method which only requires the target domain information to
classify an instance.

3 IHC SUBTYPES OF BREAST CANCER

There are four common subtypes of breast cancer, these correlate
with groups defined by three proteins ER, PR and HER2. [17]:
HER2 overexpressing (HER2 positive), triple negative (basal-like),
luminal A and luminal B. HER2 overexpressing breast cancer is
characterized by the presence of HER2. In triple negative breast
cancer, however, all three proteins are absent. The shortest survival
times are observed in patients who have HER2 positive or triple
negative subtypes. In fact it was reported that triple negative
cancers are more aggressive and more resistant to treatment [7]. In
contrast to the other two subtypes, luminal A and luminal B were
first identified using whole genome gene expression data from
microarrays [21] and do not directly relate to these three proteins.
However, luminal A subtype tends to have either a high expression
of oestrogen receptor (ER) or progesterone receptor (PR) and
(HER2) is negative. Luminal B is similar to luminal A in terms of
the existence of ER and PR markers, yet it differs with respect to
HER2 which tends to be positive in this case. When it comes to the
clinical outcomes luminal A is more favourable than luminal B, but
patients with luminal A or B tumours respond similarly to endo-
crine therapies [23].

The three proteins which characterise these subtypes can be
measured through immunohistochemistry and thus these classes
are assigned in this way in a clinical setting. However, we know
that the protein and gene measurements taken from these tissues
and measured through high-throughput technologies should allow
the prediction of these immunohistochemical markers, and there-
fore also the subtype classes identified above.

The classification of breast cancer samples, particularly from
gene expression data, is a well studied problem. There have been
many proposed gene signatures [22], [28], [30]. However the over-
lap between proposed gene signatures, particularly those predict-
ing prognosis, has often been very small [31]. However, many
of these gene signatures have focussed on prognosis rather than
classification of subtypes as we do. But, as prognosis strongly
relates to these subtypes, the genes/proteins distinguishing these
subtypes feature will heavily in these signatures of prognosis.

4 DATA AND PRE-PROCESSING

4.1 Derivation

The data used in this study are taken from The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) [32]. This is a large repository of datasets from many
types of tumours. In total there are over 11,000 samples in the data-
base, and breast cancer is the most represented cancer type with
over 1000 samples stored. Having removed protein and gene data
from samples which were missing data on the IHC biomarker(s),
we had 578 samples with protein data available and 419 with gene
expression data measured through microarrays.

4.2 Pre-Processing

Originally, there were 284 protein measurements in the protein
data. However some proteins in the data are isoforms and in this
dataset we see only a single non-zero entry per patient amongst
the isoforms of a single protein. This led us to merge the isoform
and to construct a single column for a set of isoforms. As a result
we end up with 211 distinct protein measurements as listed in Sup-
plementary Table S1, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TCBB.2018.2877755.

The gene dataset contains 17815 measurements per sample.
Although the employed domain adaptation algorithmCCA can han-
dle suchbig data in theory, from the practical point of view, execution
times restrict using this amount of data. Therefore, we reduced the
number of genes using MSVM-RFE [34] which is an extension of
the state-of-the-art gene subset selection method Support Vector
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Machine–Recursive Feature Elimination (SVM-RFE) for multiclass
problems. MSVM-RFE is an iterative method in which K, (K is
equal to 4 in our case) SVM classifiers are built in one-vs-all manner
at each iteration. This results in a coefficient matrix W with the
entries wij corresponding the jth coefficient for the ith SVM classi-
fier (ith class), where i 2 f1; . . . ; Kg and j 2 f1; . . . ; dg. Here d shows
the dimension at the current iteration. The current features j

are then ranked with respect to the ranking criterion
PK

r¼1 w
2
rj.

Finally the feature, i.e., the gene, with the smallest ranking criterion
is eliminated. With MSVM-RFE, we obtained a subset of the gene
data consisting of 1069 genes as we observed that the coefficients
are relatively larger after this point.

In the protein and the gene data, the patients are labeled according
to their immunohistochemically measured ER, PR and HER2 status
resulting in 8 potential groups. We used the correlation between
these markers and the four breast cancer subtypes: luminal A, lumi-
nal B, HER2 overexpressing and triple negative as described in the
introduction, to aggregate these groups into clinically meaningful
classes. This resulted in the class distributions for the protein and the
gene data shown in Table 1.

5 THE METHOD

5.1 Preliminary

In this paper, XT � RdT will denote the feature (input) space of the
target domain described with dT features and XS � RdS will denote
the feature space of the source domain described with dS features.
The target instances xT 2 XT are generated by the target distribution,
and the source instances xS 2 XS are generated by the source distri-
bution which is different from the target distribution. Specifically,
when the target domain is the protein (resp. gene) then XT stands
for the feature space of the protein (resp. gene) and dT , which shows
the dimension of the target domain, is equal to 211 (resp. 1069). XS

in this case stands for the feature space of the source domain: gene
(resp. protein) and dS , which shows the dimension of the source
domain, is equal to 1069 (resp. 211). We observe the same classes
(labels) in both domains, namely the 4 breast cancer subtypes defined
in Section 3. The label of the kth class (k 2 f1; . . . ; 4g) is given by an
unique standard unit vector ek 2 R4 whose kth bit equals 1. The out-
put label space Y 2 R4 consists of the labels of all the four classes and
is common for both domains.

The target training dataDT is formed in the labeled feature space
XT � Y and it consists of nT training instances ðxTi ; yiÞ. Analogously,
the source training data DS is formed in the labeled feature space
XS � Y and it consists of nS training instances ðxSi ; yiÞ. To refer the jth
feature of a data instance x, we shall use xðjÞ.

With the classification problem, that we have, we aim to classify
unseen test instances from the target domain. This is generally han-
dled by constructing a classifier that has been trained on the target
training instances. Differently, transfer learning methods also allow
formaking use of the source instances as training instances.

5.2 Class Code Alignment

In this work, the heterogeneous domain adaptation method being
used to adapt the gene and the protein data is Class Code Align-
ment (CCA)1 which was previously proposed in [12]. CCA takes

its root in the bunching algorithm [18] which was originally
derived to handle conventional classification problems in which
it is assumed that the training instances and the test instances are
generated by the same distribution. In the case where this assump-
tion is violated, then the generalization performance of the classi-
fier is expected to reduce considerably. However, for CCA, this
does not hold, as it can make use of training instances that lie in
a different feature space.

CCA projects the instances of the target domain, those of the
source domain and the classes of the output label space into
a latent common space Z so that the instances from the same clas-
ses will be grouped around the image of their classes. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 1.

To arrive at the latent common space Z, CCA learns three linear
mappings, TT : RdT ! RdC , TS : RdS ! RdC ; and C : R4 ! RdC ,
which correspond to the projections of the target domain, the source
domain and the output label space respectively, given that dC is the
dimension of the common space. These mappings are applied
together with the logistic transformation s (see Fig. 1). The logistic
transformation s is a function fromRdC to ð0; 1ÞdC defined by:

sðwÞ ¼ ðsðwð1ÞÞ; . . . ; sðwðdCÞÞÞT ;

where sðwðkÞÞ ¼ ð1þ e�wðkÞÞ�1; 8k 2 f1; . . . ; dCg.
Since the mappings TT , TS , and C are applied together with the

logistic transformation s, the images in the latent common space Z
are represented by multivariate [0,1]-valued random variables.
Thus, in turn, the instances, i.e., the protein and the gene data, all
become comparable in Z and the KL divergence can be used as the
similarity measure in this space.

As mentioned above and illustrated in Fig. 1, we aim that the
instances, i.e., the gene and protein measurements, from the same
breast cancer subtypes will be nearby in the latent common space Z,
while those from the different classes will be far apart. This is desir-
able to build an accurate classifier in Z. We therefore minimize the
distance between the projections of instances and the projections of
their classes in terms of the KL divergence measure. This requires
us to calculate the loss between each instance label pair, which
is reflected by the loss function l defined as: lððx; yÞ jC;T Þ ¼
KL½sðCyÞksðTxÞ�. Here the KL divergence between the images of x

and y under the projectionmatrices T andC is given as:

KL sðCyÞksðTxÞ½ � ¼
XdC
k¼1

sðCðk; �ÞyÞlog sðCðk; �ÞyÞ
sðT ðk; �Þ xÞ

� ��

þ ð1� sðCðk; �Þ; yÞÞlog 1� sðCðk; �ÞyÞ
1� sðT ðk; �ÞxÞ

� ��
;

where Cðk; �Þ and T ðk; �Þ show the kth row of the projection matri-
ces C and T respectively. Recall that we map both the target and
the source data, thus each mapping contributes to the total loss
which is given as:

TABLE 1
Class Frequencies in the Protein and the Gene Datasets

Dataset luminal A luminal B Triple Neg. HER2 Over.

Protein 349 98 95 36
Gene 257 78 60 24

Fig. 1. The projections of the target domain, source domain, and the output label
space.

1. The code can be found at https://github.com/FiratIsmailoglu/CCA
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LðDT jC; TT Þ þ LðDS jC; TSÞ ¼
XnT
i¼1

lðxTi ; yi jC; TT Þ

þ
XnS
i¼1

lðxSi ; yi jC; TSÞ:
(1)

By using projection matrices TT ; TS and C that minimise the
loss function (1), the projection of the target domain, the source
domain and the output label space to Z will guarantee that instan-
ces from the same class are projected to similar locations in Z.
However, we also need a mechanism to prevent instances of differ-
ent classes from getting too close to each other in Z after the projec-
tion. This is important to achieve a better classification in the
common space. In this respect we introduce a regularization term
over C, since the location of class images in Z are determined by
the projection matrix C. In fact sðCyÞ, which shows the location
of the class with label y 2 Y in Z, is actually the image of the col-
umn of C that corresponds to that class, as the classes are encoded
as the standard unit vectors in R4. Thus we want C to be near to
a reference matrix Cref whose columns are set in advance to be
distant to one another. This leads us to add the following regulari-
zation term to the loss function (1):

LðDT jCref ; CÞ þ �LðDS jCref ; CÞ; (2)

with LðD jC;Cref Þ ¼
X

ðx;yÞ2D
KL s Cyð Þks Cref y

� �� 	
:

Tying the above regularization term (2) to the loss function
(1) with a paramter a that controls the relative importance of the
regularization term, we arrive at the final objective function:

OðDT ;DS jTT ; TS; CÞ ¼ LðDT jC; TT Þ þ LðDS jC; TSÞ
þ a

�LðDT jCref ; CÞ þ LðDS jCref ; CÞ�:
(3)

CCA is an alternating minimization type algorithm. Alternating
between TT ; TS , and C CCA iteratively improves the projection
of the target domain, the source domain and the output label space in
the IMPROVE-T and the IMPROVE-C steps respectively, where the
iteration number is controlled by the parameter maxIterOut > 1.
The IMPROVE-T steps are of of gradient descent typewith backtrack-
ing line search for determining step size at each iteration. The back-
tracking line search is parameterized by b and the number of
iteration in the gradient descents is controlled by maxIterIn > 1.
Unlike the IMPROVE-T steps, the IMPROVE-C step solves the objec-
tive function analytically, since for a fixed choice of TT and TS the
objective function (3) has a unique stationary point ([12]).

5.2.1 Clustering and Classification and with CCA

CCA outputs three projection matrices TT ; TS and C. TT and TS

enable one to transform the target and the source instances to the
common spacewhere they are all comparable, despite their represen-
tations being very different in their original spaces. Specifically, we
can project the protein and the gene data represented with different
features to a common space by means of the aforementioned projec-
tionmatrices, so the protein and the gene data are made comparable.
Hence, any clustering algorithm can be applied to cluster protein and
the gene data in the common space after the application of CCA.

CCA is a classifier independent approach. This means that any
classifier can be built after having performed CCA, since source and
target instances now lie in the same common space Z. Nevertheless,
we will define three classification methods as showcases. The first
of the three is the classical nearest neighbor classifier that compares
test target instances with target and source training instances using
the KL divergence. This classifier will be called as CCA.IDS, where
IDS stands for instance decomposition schemes. The second method
builds random forest classifier again using both target and source

instance. This will be called as CCA.RF. The final classification
method of this type is CCA.NB, where NB stands for naive Bayes.

Algorithm 1. The CCA Algorithm

CCA
Input: target dataDT , source dataDS ,
initial projection matrices TT

0 and TS
0 , reference projection

matrix Cref ;
step parameter b 2 ð0; 1Þ, regularization parameter a > 0, and
iteration numbersmaxIterOut > 1 andmaxIterIn > 1.
Output: projection matrices TT

t ; T
S
t and Ct for t ¼ maxIterOut.

1: C0 :¼ Cref ;
2: for t :¼ 1 tomaxIterOut do
3: TT

t :¼ IMPROVE-TðDT ;Ct�1; T
T
t�1;maxIterInÞ;

4: TS
t :¼ IMPROVE-TðDS;Ct�1; T

S
t�1;maxIterInÞ;

5: Ct :¼ IMPROVE-CðDT ;DS; a; Cref ; T
T
t�1; T

S
t�1Þ;

6: end for
7: return TT

t ; T
S
t ; and Ct:

IMPROVE-T

Input: dataD,
projection matrices C and T , and
iteration numbermaxIterIn > 1.
Output: projection matrix T .
1: let dC and d be the sizes of T ;
2: for t :¼ 1 tomaxIterIn do
3: Set h equal to 1;
4: for i :¼ 1 to dC and j :¼ 1 to d do

5: Gði; jÞ ¼
X

ðx;yÞ2D
xðjÞ

�
s
�� Cði; �Þy�s�T ði; �Þx�

�s
�
Cði; �Þy�s�� T ði; �Þx��;

6: end for
7: while LðDT jC; T � hGÞ > LðDT jC; T Þ � h

4 Gk k2 do
h :¼ bh;

8: end while
9: T :¼ T � h�G;
10: end for
11: return T:
IMPROVE-C

Input: target dataDT , source dataDS ,
regularization parameter a > 0,
reference projection matrix Cref , projection matrices TT and TS .
Output: projection matrix C.
1: let dC and d be the sizes of Cref ;
2: for i :¼ 1 to dC and j :¼ 1 to d
3: DTj :¼ xT ; y

� � 2 DT j y ¼ ej ^ ej 2 Y
 �
;

4: DSj :¼ xS; y
� � 2 DS j y ¼ ej ^ ej 2 Y
 �

;

5: Cði; jÞ :¼ 1
1þa

aCrefði; jÞ þ

X
ðxT ;yÞ2DTj

TTxT þ
X

ðxS;yÞ2DSj

TSxS

jDTj j þ jDSj j

0
BB@

1
CCA;

6: end for
7: return C:

In addition to the aforementioned methods that make use of TT

and TS , we propose another classification method which considers
the mapping of the label space achieved through the matrix C. The
second classification method that CCA offers relies on the use of C
and TT . Due to C, one can obtain the images of the classes, i.e., the
class prototypes, in Z. To classify a test instance, the instance can be
simply compared with the class prototypes in terms of theKL diver-
gence after having been mapped to Z through TT . This gives CCA.
CDS illustrated in Fig. 2 where the suffix CDS stands for class decom-
position schemes. Note also that C, which in our case determines the
location of the classes of the breast cancer subtypes, carries
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information from both target and source data; i.e., the gene and pro-
teinmeasurements. See the IMPROVE-C step of CCA inAlgorithm 1.

6 EXPERIMENTS

We used the gene and the protein datasets in both target and source
domain roles. That is, eachwas used as the target and the source data
in turn. We compared the CCA variants, i.e., CCA.IDS, CCA.RF,
CCA.NB and CCA.CDS, that use information from both protein and
gene data against their counterparts that use information only from
the target data. These counterparts will be later explained in the fol-
lowing section and will be called as baseline methods. The reported
results of these comparisons are based on 5-fold cross-validation. It is
organized as follows: for each k 2 f1; . . . ; 5g of the inner cycle of the
cross validation the training data consists of 4 randomly chosen folds
of the target data and the same source data (both projected in the
common space Z). The remaining fifth fold of the target data (also in
Z) is used for testing. In what follows, we give the set-up which
is necessary to reproduce the results, as well as the baseline methods
with their settings.

6.1 Experimental Setup and the Baselines

One needs to determine the reference matrix Cref and to tune the
regularization parameter a when using CCA. For Cref , we opted
for the exhaustive code matrix that is explained in [8]. Exhaustive
code matrices consist of 0-1 bits with the size of 2K�1 � 1�K,
where K is the number of classes. K is equal to 4 in our case, as
there are 4 breast cancer subtypes. Thus Cref has 7 rows which is
equal to the dimension of the common space. The columns of the
exhaustive code matrices are distant from one another, in fact each
column is 4 bits away from the other columns in our case. This
ensures that instances of different breast cancer subtypes will be
projected to different locations in the common space.

In the experiments, we tuned the regularization parameter a in
CCA testing different values from the set f0:01; 0:1; 1; 10; 50; 100g.
For each test, we performed five fold cross-validation using a dif-
ferent a. Tables 2 and 3 show accuracies corresponding to each a

for each variant of CCA. These tables suggest that the ideal choice
of a depends on the classification method built on top of CCA, as
the highest accuracy is achieved with different values of alpha.
Also note that the confusion matrices regarding to Tables 2 and 3
can be found in Supplementary Table S2, available online.

In addition to the conventional accuracies shown in Tables 2 and
3, we also evaluated the performances of all the classifiers in terms
of balanced accuracy, as both protein and gene data suffer from imbal-
anced classes (See Table 1). Concretely, balanced accuracy is the arith-
metic average of the class specific accuracies thus is invariant to class

distributions and is often preferable to the conventional accuracy
in the presence of imbalanced data [2]. Formally, given a confusion
matrixM, the test statistic � of balanced accuracy is given by

�̂ ¼ 1

K

XK
j¼1

Mðj; jÞPK
i¼1 Mði; jÞ ; (4)

whereK is the number of classes.Here the rows (resp. columns) ofM
correspond to the actual (resp. predicted) classes. The equivalent
measures with balanced accuracies are given in Tables 4 and 5. Again
the results are obtained using 5-fold cross-validation runs.

The CCA variants were compared against the following baseline
classifiers, where each of which is trained only using target training
instances.

� KNN.T is the classical k-nearest neighbour classifier that
finds the nearest k (target) training instances to the test
instance using the euclidean distance. Here k is set to 1.

� Bunching.T is the original Bunching algorithm given in [18].
Bunching.T projects only the target data and the output
label space to a common space. The classification rule in
Bunching.T is comparable to that in CCA.CDS, as both
assign the test instance to the class whose image is nearest
to the projection of the test instance.

� RF.T is a random forest algorithmwith the following param-
eters. The number of the trees generated is 30 and the number
of features that each tree uses is 15 or 32, which are the
approximately square roots of 211 and 1069 respectively,
when the target domain is the protein data (given with
211 features) and the gene data (given with 1069 features)
respectively.

� NB.T is a Naive Bayes classifier, where the features are
assumed to follow normal distribution for each class.

Fig. 2. Classification with CCA.CDS

TABLE 2
Accuracy for Different Values of a

Method 0.01 0.1 1 10 50 100

CCA.IDS 66.96 68.14 69.03 69.26 69.19 68.89
CCA.CDS 73.20 74.01 74.01 73.53 73.65 73.58
CCA.RF 74.38 73.01 70.58 73.52 73.52 73.86
CCA.NB 74.73 74.57 74.74 75.43 74.56 74.90

Target data: protein data, Source data: gene data. The best results are given in
bold.

TABLE 3
Accuracy for Different Values of a

Method 0.01 0.1 1 10 50 100

CCA.IDS 67.51 70.40 74.70 75.41 73.51 75.65
CCA.CDS 72.55 74.69 75.89 74.28 74.38 74.27
CCA.RF 71.60 78.04 74.46 76.37 76.37 78.99
CCA.NB 73.50 72.78 77.33 77.33 77.79 78.51

Target data: gene data, Source data: protein data. The best results are given in
bold.

TABLE 4
Balanced Accuracy for Different Values of a

Method 0.01 0.1 1 10 50 100

CCA.IDS 58.29 58.46 61.99 61.30 60.61 61.06
CCA.CDS 56.5 64.31 57.63 55.94 57.41 55.27
CCA.RF 64.58 64.23 60.43 63.64 63.32 62.96
CCA.NB 63.73 67.70 68.20 68.14 67.57 67.62

Target data: protein data, Source data: gene data. The best results are given in
bold.

TABLE 5
Balanced Accuracy for Different Values of a

Method 0.01 0.1 1 10 50 100

CCA.IDS 56.96 59.80 61.51 67.66 64.29 63.60
CCA.CDS 61.42 62.41 63.12 62.01 61.49 62.70
CCA.RF 55.95 64.85 62.17 62.38 62.91 66.14
CCA.NB 60.36 54.39 58.2 57.63 57.81 63.61

Target data: gene data, Source data: protein data. The best results are given in
bold.
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6.2 Results

Table 6 shows the best classification accuracies of B.HDA.NN,
CCA.CDS, CCA.RF and CCA.NB together with those of the base-
lines explained above. The accuracies are obtained using 5-fold
cross-validation. The results reported in Table 6 show that using
the protein data and the gene data together in the training stage
results in better classification of the breast cancer subtypes. In fact,
the CCA variants that use both the protein data and the gene data
in training always outperform their counterparts, i.e., the baselines.
The improvement in the breast cancer classification ranges from
2 to 12 percent. Importantly, this improvement is achieved even
when the gene data, which has rich representation, is added to the
much smaller protein data.

The balanced accuracy results are parallel to the conventional
accuracy results, as shown in Table 7. Indeed, it is fair to claim that
using protein and gene data together in training results in obtain-
ing a classifier that is more accurate for each breast cancer subtype,
especially when the protein data is the target domain. In this case,
the balanced accuracy is improved by up to 8 percent over the
respective baseline.

Fig. 3 shows four projections of the common space where in
each case instances of one breast cancer subtype are shown using
the PCA dimensions. Clearly, for all breast cancer subtypes, the
instances of the protein data and that of the gene data are mapped
nearby in the common space, as desired. Additionally, this may
suggest that the proposed method can be used to find out similar
gene expression patterns for a given protein expression pattern

or vice versa. Considering the centres of the subtypes, Fig. 3 reveals
that for both the protein and the gene data breast cancers of type
luminal A and luminal B are near to each other which is to be
expected given the ambiguity between the original definitions of
these subtypes based on the three immunohistochemical markers.
Also, we observe that the triple negative instances are far apart
from the luminal A and luminal B instances, as expected.

7 CONCLUSION

In the present paper we applied a heterogeneous domain adapta-
tion method CCA [12] on the protein and the gene data from the
cancer genome atlas with the goal of improving classification
of breast cancer subtypes. The projection of both the protein and
the gene data to the same (latent) common space, through CCA
allows for the visualisation and comparison between the protein
and the gene samples in this space despite of their different feature
sets in their respective original domains. We also demonstrate
benefits of using transfer learning methods in the context of bioin-
formatics, and have discussed other potential areas for exploration
as bioinformatics has not yet fully benefited from transfer learning
methods. This paper presents one of the first heterogeneous
domain adaptation works in bioinformatics. In the experiments,
our results show that using the protein and the gene data together
in the training phase improves the classification of the breast
cancer subtypes by up to 12 percent when compared to the models
that use either the gene data or the protein data. In addition to that,

TABLE 7
A Comparison between Our Proposed Method and the Baseline ML Methods Shown with the Balanced Classification Accuracies in Percent

Target Source KNN.T CCA.IDS Bunching.T CCA.CDS RF.T CCA.RF NB.T CCA.NB

Protein Gene 55.26 61.99 61:87 64.31 56.23 64:58 61.49 68.20
Gene Protein 65.14 67:66 64.49 63.12 60.63 66.14 69.85 63.61

Fig. 3. The protein and the gene data in the common space. In each subplot, the protein samples are marked with circles and the gene samples are marked with plus.

TABLE 6
A Comparison between Our Proposed Method and the Baseline ML Methods Shown with the Classification Accuracies in Percent

Target Source KNN.T CCA.IDS Bunching.T CCA.CDS RF.T CCA.RF NB.T CCA.NB

Protein Gene 62.39 69.26 62.98 74.01 71.42 74.38 63.25 75.43
Gene Protein 72.16 75:65 73:87 75.89 76.42 78.99 77.01 78:51
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relying on the balanced accuracy results, we have shown that
mapping the protein data and the gene data to a common space
through CCA provides better discrimination of the breast cancer
subtypes. Therefore, this paper shows the promise of using hetero-
geneous domain adaptation methods in bioinformatics, in particu-
lar as a technique to improve classification accuracy when multiple
omics datasets are available for training.
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